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ABSTRACT 
 

Background: Diastolic dysfunction is a problem, due to an impairment in the filling properties of the left ventricle (LV), indicating 
future heart failure. In obese patients, this problem is a prevalent cause of heart failure in which the systolic function is maintained. Aim 
of the study: This study was conducted to evaluate the independent effect of increased body weight with different degrees on LV 
diastolic function. Patients and methods: A retrospective cohort study was done at Al-Sader Medical City in Al Najaf City, 
Echocardiographic Department during the period from March 2018 to March 2019. 120 patients (age: 61.59 ± 13.9 years) were chosen 
and LV diastolic function, body mass index (BMI), and waist circumference (WC) were assessed. The patients were divided into 3 
groups based on their body mass index (kg/m2): [obese  < (29.9); overweight, (25–29.9); normal, (18.5–24.9)]. Peaks late (A) and 
early (E) transmitral velocities and also peak early diastolic mitral annulus velocity (E′) were measured. Data analysis and management 
were done by using the SPSS software version 24, 2013. Results: Diastolic dysfunction in the obese/overweight groups was 
considerably higher than the group with normal BMI. By analyzing the multivariate regression, BMI, and other characteristics, the 
independent and direct effect of BMI on diastolic function was demonstrated [OR: 2.65; confidence interval (CI): 1.46–5.76; P = 
0.007]. Conclusion: Obesity and overweight have a negative independent effect on diastolic function. 
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Introduction   

Obesity 
Currently, Obesity is a major cause of preventable death and it 

increases the risk of dyslipidemia, hypertension, type 2 diabetes 
mellitus, cardiovascular disease (CVD), stroke, cancer (breast, 

colon, and endometrial), osteoarthritis, obstructive sleep apnea, 

and other diseases. These risks increase with rising BMI. Obesity 
is also associated with reduced quality of life, impaired physical 

functioning, and increased health care costs. Central adiposity 

(waist circumference >102 cm [40 in] in men and >88 cm [35 
in] in women) increases the cardiovascular risk independent of 

BMI [1]. 

Obesity increases steadily throughout the world and becomes a 
leading health problem because it is associated with mortality, 

morbidity, and CVD [2-4].  

DIASTOLE 

• Physiology of Diastole  

Diastole is a Greek word meaning (“expansion”), defined as the 
time between the aortic valve closure and mitral inflow 

termination. On the ECG diastole is the time between the end of 
QRS complex and T-wave. A normal diastolic function is as the 

left ventricle ability to guarantee enough stroke volume at the 

low-pressure state and its capacity of receiving a filling volume 
[5]. diastole is divided into 4 phases: 

• Isovolumetric Relaxation. 
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• Rapid ventricular Filling. 

• Diastasis. 

• Atrial Contraction. 

 

1. Isovolumetric relaxation: A period between the aortic 

closure and mitral opening, when LV decreases its tension 

without lengthening so the ventricular volume remains 
unaltered. 

2. LV rapid filling: begins with falling LV pressure below the 

left atrial pressure and opening the mitral valve. In this 
phase, the blood is accelerated and reaches the maximal 

extent, which has a direct relation to the atrioventricular 
pressure. When this gradient is finished, the process ends. 

In this period, there is a complex interaction between 

myocardium compliance and LV suction (active 
relaxation). 

3. Diastasis: This happens when LV filling is maintained by the 

blood coming from the pulmonary vein and its amount 
depends on LV pressure. LV and LA pressures are almost 

equal in diastasis. 

4. Atrial systole: This corresponds to LA contraction and ends 
when the mitral is closed. This period is related to the 

compliance of LV and slightly to the atrial force, the 

resistance of pericardium, and atrioventricular 
synchronicity (electrocardiogram-derived PR interval) [6].  

Echocardiography is more accurate than ECG in determining the 
duration of diastole, and to distinguish between the different 

phases of diastole. Both PW Doppler of mitral inflow and LVOT 

flow are used to measure diastolic time intervals as shown in 
(figure 1). Tissue Doppler at the mitral annulus is also used to 

assess the various phases of diastole: 

• IVRT – The time between the ending of atrioventricular flow 

and the beginning of E-wave. 

• Rapid LV filling - Duration of the E-wave. 

• Diastasis: Time between E- and A-wave. 

• Atrial contraction: Duration of the A-wave [7, 8]. 

 
Figure 1. phases of diastole 

 

• Diastolic dysfunction:  

LVDD is a condition that shows the impairment in the filling 
properties of the left ventricle, which is a predictor of heart 

failure in the future [9-12]. 

• Pathology of diastolic dysfunction:  

Various factors can cause diastolic dysfunction such as extrinsic 

factors, myocardial compliance decrease, and abnormal 
relaxation. 

Relaxation: depends on the normal function of the ventricle 

and is disturbed when the systolic function is impaired, for 
example in diastolic function abnormalities, myocardial 

ischemia, and cardiomyopathy.  

Compliance: This is a way of determining the ventricular 
stiffness and describes the ventricle ability to expand during 
diastole [5]. 3 factors can reduce the ventricle compliance: 

• A thickened myocardial wall (left ventricular 
hypertrophy). 

• Myocardial fibrosis (left ventricular hypertrophy and 
aging). 

• Myocardial infiltration (infiltrative cardiomyopathy 

including hemochromatosis and amyloidosis). 

“Extrinsic factors” are factors in which the myocardium itself 
is not the reason for the filling abnormality. These factors 

include pericardial disease, like pericardial effusion and 

constrictive pericarditis, in which the pericardial sac is stiff 
or intrapericardial pressure is increased. 

• The overload of right ventricular pressure, as in pulmonary 

embolism or hypertension, in which intrapericardial 
pressure increases due to the transferring of augmented 

end-diastolic pressure (EDP) and volume (EDV) of the 

right ventricle to the left ventricle and leads to the 
impairment of left ventricular filling. 

• Compression by pulmonary or mediastinal forces, as in the 
tumors and in mediastinal or interpericardial masses that 

compress the heart. Diastolic dysfunction usually is a multi-

factor condition [13]. 

Doppler-Echocardiographic Diagnosis of 

LVDD: 
LVDD may even be asymptomatic and identified occasionally 
during a Tissue Doppler-echocardiographic examination. This is 

important as a diagnostic tool because of its high feasibility of 

transmitral Doppler indexes of diastolic function (E/A ratio, 
DT, and IVRT), and is satisfactory for serial assessments over the 

time. 

By using this approach, normal diastole can be recognized and 
also the progression of LVDD can be classified. Diastolic 

dysfunction was defined as 1) E/A <0.7 (impaired relaxation, 

grade I); or 2) E/A >0.7 and <1.5 and E/E’>8 cm/s 
(pseudonormalized pattern, grade II); or 3) E/A >1.5 and E/E’ 
>8 cm/s (restrictive pattern, grade III) [14, 15]. 
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Pathophysiology of obesity-related LVDD 

Obesity can be a predictor of incident heart failure in the general 

population, and evidence suggests that overweight status also 
increases heart failure risk, which is intermediate between that of 

lean and obese persons [16, 17]. Increasing the body size and being 

exposed to CVD risk factors including diabetes mellitus, 
hypertension, and hyperlipidemia, have direct effects on cardiac 

function and structure. The excessive body fat increases in both 
pre- and afterload because of an increase in peripheral resistance, 

chronic volume overload, and hyperdynamic circulation [18, 19]. 

Moreover, increased adiposity leads to the enhanced effect of 
blood pressure on the mass growth of LV [20]. LVDD might, 

therefore, be a pathophysiological link between the body weight 

gain and the onset of heart failure in the future. Cardiac structural 
changes and cardiovascular risk factors associated with 

overweight/obesity are also the main determinants of the 

diastolic function of LV [21, 22]. 

Aim of the study 
This study was done to assess the independent effect of different 

degrees of increased body weight on LV diastolic function. 

Materials and Methods 

Study design:  
A cohort retrospective study was conducted at the Cardiology 

Centre, Echocardiography Unit in AL-Sader medical city during 

the period of March 2018 to March 2019.  

Ethical Approval: 
The study was approved by the scientific council of Arab board 

for health specialization and informed consent was obtained 
verbally from all study participants. 

We evaluated 120 participants who referred to the outpatient 

echocardiographic department and had medical record filled 
including demographic data (clinical status, gender, and age) 

were obtained via physical examination and detailed history-

taking. Clinical conditions and risk factors were identified based 
on the self-report of the patients’ history, WC, blood pressure, 
heart rate, and BMI, with a resting electrocardiogram tracing for 

each participant. BMI was calculated as weight (kg) divided by 
height squared (m2). The overweight was defined as a BMI 

between 25.0 and 29.9 kg/m2, and obesity as 30 kg/m2 and 

above, based on the standard definition [23]. 
The participants were divided into normal weight (BMI <25) 

with 60 participants and elevated BMI with 60 participants, then 

the second group was subdivided into overweight and obese with 
37 and 23 participants, respectively. Their gender and age were 

matched. 

 
 

 

Inclusion criteria 
If the patients fulfilled the following criteria, they were eligible 

for inclusion: sinus rhythm approved informed consent, age <65 
years, and did not have exclusion criteria   

Exclusion criteria  
1. Age >65 or <18 years. 

2. IHD 
3. segmental wall motion abnormalities. 

4. congenital heart disease. 

5. valvular heart disease. 
6. Structural heart disease.   
7. Hypertension. 
8. diabetes. 

9. HF 

10. restrictive pericarditis. 
11. Rate abnormality (bundle branch block, pacemaker 

dependency, an atrioventricular block of any degree, 

and a sinus rate of ≥120 bpm at the time of 
examination). 

Echocardiographic assessment. 
Transthoracic echocardiography was conducted using a 
commercially available system (Vivid E 9) by a trained physician 

following a standardized protocol. The linear dimensions of LV 

were measured from a parasternal long-axis view according to 
the American Society of Echocardiography recommendations [16]. 

The relative wall thickness of LV was calculated as follows: (2* 
posterior wall thickness divided by end-diastolic diameter) [19]. 

The LV ejection fraction was calculated by biplane modified 

Simpson’s rule. For the assessment of left ventricular diastolic 
function [13] from an apical 4-chamber view, the transmitral flow 

was sampled by pulsed-wave Doppler at the level of mitral leaflet 

tips. Peak velocities of the early (E) and late (A) phases of the 
mitral inflow were measured, and their ratio (E/A) was 

calculated. Myocardial velocities of LV were analyzed by Tissue 

Doppler Imaging (TDI). Pulsed TDI sample volume was placed 
at the level of the septal and lateral mitral valve annulus, and the 

peak early diastolic velocities (E’) were measured [20]. The E/E’ 
ratio was calculated as an index of the filling pressures of LV [21]. 
Diastolic dysfunction was defined as 1) E/A <0.8, DT >200 ms 

, IVRT >100 (impaired relaxation, grade I); or 2) E/A >0.8 and 

<1.5 and E/E’>8 cm/s DT 160-200 ms, IVRT (70-100 ms) 
(pseudonormalized pattern, grade II); or 3) E/A >1.5 and E/E’ 
>8 cm/s DT <160 ms ,IVRT <60 ms (restrictive pattern, grade 
III) [22, 24-27]. 

Results 

Statistical Analysis  
SPSS Software version 23.0 was used for statistical analysis. 

Categorical variables are shown as number and percentage, and 
continuous variables are presented as mean ± standard deviation. 

The comparison of study groups was done by using the chi-square 
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test for categorical data and Student's t-test for continuous data. 

P-value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.  

 

Clinical characteristics and study subjects  
Out of 120 studied subjects, (mean age of 43.85± 13.27 years, 
minimum 23, maximum 63) were eligible; 60 subjects had a 

normal BMI (group 1), 60 had abnormal BMI 

(overweight/obesity), 37 were overweight (group 2), and 23 
were obese (group 3). Table 1 shows the gender and age 

distribution among the studied groups: there was not any 

significant difference between the groups regarding gender and 
age.

 

Table 1. Gender and age distribution of the studied groups 

P-value BMI Variables 

 
Total 

NO. 
obese(n=23) overweight(n=37) normal (n=60)  

  % NO % NO. % NO.  

0.717 21 12.00% 3 22.90% 8 16.70% 10 ≤ 30 age(year) 

 30 34.78% 8 18.91% 7 25.00% 15 31- 40  

 32 26.08% 6 27.02% 10 26.70% 16 41- 50  

 37 24.00% 6 34.30% 12 31,7% 19 > 50  

  44.91±10.24 43.56±14.57 43.62 ±10.80 mean ± SD  

1.00 51 39.13% 9 40.54% 15 45.00% 27 Male Gender 

 69 60.86% 14 59.45% 22 55.00% 33 female  

 
Abnormal WC was encountered in 9 patients (15%) in group 1, 

21 patients (56.7%) in group 2, and 23 patients (100%) in group 

3. Out of the 9 patients with normal weight obesity (group 1), 2 

had LVDD (1 pseudonormal pattern and 1 impaired relaxation,). 

Table 2 shows the clinical characteristics of each group of 

participants expressed as mean and standard deviation. 

 

Table 2. Clinical characteristics of the studied groups 

obese total(n=60)  BMI  clinical 

 obese(n=23) overweight(n=37) normal(n=60)  

mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD parameters 

44.08±13 44.91±10.24 43.56±14.57 43.62 ±10.80 Age 

85.21±12.6 95.65±10.54 78.72±8.92 67.59 ± 5.58 weight 

1.68±0.06 1.67±0.06 1.68±0.05 1.69± 0.05 height 

29.92±4.04 33.9±3.52 27.44±1.66 23.36± 1.45 B.M.I. 

1.95±0.18 2.04±0.13 1.89±0.19 1.77± 0.09 BSA 

100.66±17.07 108.13±9.42 96.01±19.12 89.85± 11.6 waist circum. 

 
Values of LV end-diastolic dimension and PWT were 

significantly higher in obese/overweight groups in comparison to 
the normal-weight participants (p-value=0.026±0.004), 

respectively. The E/A ratio was significantly lower in the 

participants with overweight in comparison to the normal-
weight participants (p=0.036). The E/E' ratio was significantly 

higher in obese and overweight participants in comparison to the 

normal-weight persons (both p=0.001). Deceleration time (DT) 

was significantly and progressively higher in obese and 
overweight patients in comparison to the normal-weight persons 

(p-value=0,029) 

There is no significant difference in EF %, IVRT, RWT, and 
LVESD among the studied groups (p-value>0.05). 

Echocardiographic results are shown in Table 3.  

 

Table 3. Comparison of mean of echocardiographic parameters among the studied groups 

P-value BMI Echo parameters 
 total(n=60) obese( n=23) overweight(n=37) normal(n=60)  

 mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD mean ± SD  

0.076 62±3.61 62.73±4.35 61.54±3.04 62.51±3.65 E.F.% 

0.57 3.15±0.44 3.17±0.39 3.14±0.47 3.21±0.51 LVESD 

0.026* 4.4±0.54 4.61±0.46 4.32±0.56 4.29±0.57 LVEDD 
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0.004* 0.92±0.11 0.95±0.12 0.9±0.09 0.78±0.14 PWT 

0.47 1.17±5.88 0.41±0.04 1.64±7.49 0.36±0.06 RWT 

0.029* 207.36±37.1 209.82±47.28 205.83±29.72 197±27.8 D.T. 

0.071 87.85±12.4 89.82±15.42 86.62±10.14 82.8±14.3 IVRT 

0.036* 0.93±046 0.87±0.63 0.95±0.31 1.09±0.27 E \ A 

0.001* 8.24±2.52 8.9±3.08 7.83±2.03 6.92±1.06 E \ E' 

  
Out of 120 studied participants, LVDD was encountered in 32 

patients (26.66%), 9 (15%) patients from the normal-weight 

group, 12 (32.4%) from the overweight group, and 11 (47.8%) 

from the obese group (P-value=0.007) as shown in (Table 4).  

 

Table 4. LVDD distribution among the studied groups 

P-value obese( n=23) overweight(n=37) normal(n=60)  

0.007* 12(52.2%) 25(67.5%) 51 (85%) Normal 

 11(47.8% ) 12(32.4%) 9 (15%) DD 

Data are expressed as percentages and counts. 

 
Impaired relaxation was encountered in 7 (11.66), 5 (13.51%), 

and 4 (17.39%) patients from groups 1, 2, and 3, respectively. 

A pseudonormal pattern was encountered in 2 (3.33 %), 6 
(16.21%), and 5 (21.73%) patients from groups 1, 2, and 3, 

respectively. The restrictive pattern was encountered in none 

(0%), one (2.7%), and two (8.69%) patients from groups 1, 2, 

and 3, respectively as shown in (Table 5). 

 

Table 5. LVDD grades distribution among studied groups 

total obese(n=23) overweight(n=37) normal(n=60) LVDD 

16(13%) 4(17.39%) 5(13.51%) 7 (11.66) G1 

13(10%) 5 (21.73%) 6 (16.21%) 2(3.33 %) G2 

3(2,5%) 2 (8.69%) 1 (2.7%) none (0%) G3 

Data are expressed as percentages and counts 

 

 
Figure 1: LVDD in the studied groups 

For identifying factors with independent impact on LVDD, 

multivariate regression was analyzed and showed that the 

increased age and BMI had an independent and direct effect on 
diastolic dysfunction [OR: 2.65; confidence interval (CI): 1.46–
5.76; P = 0.007] (Table 6). 

Table 6. Multivariate regression analysis 

P value CI OR variables

 Upper limit Lower limit   

0.007 5.76 1.46 2.65 BMI 

<0.0001 1.14 1.02 1.09 Age 
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Discussion 

In this study, we showed that increasing age and abnormal 

BMI are independent determinants of LVDD. The 
relationship between diastolic dysfunction and BMI 

parameters is continuous and independent of 

cardiovascular risk factors. Moreover, the severity and 
prevalence of LVDD were progressively higher from group 

1 to group 3. Similarly according to the recent studies  

conducted by Kossaify., Kishi et al., C,il, et al., and Russo 
et al. [28-31] raising an individual's BMI predisposes him/her 

to LVDD, with a particular highlight on the TDI’s role in 
assessing the diastolic function in obesity [29, 32]. 
 In this study, BSA increasing had a direct correlation with 

LVDD (p=0.005) and BMI (p <0.0001). Also, abnormal 

WC had a direct correlation with LVDD (P=0.003) and 
BMI (P<0.0001). Nevertheless, BSA and WC were not 

independent determinants of LVDD, and this disagreed 

with previously reported studies by Libhaber CD et al. and 
others [33-35]. Normal weight obesity (abnormal WC, 

normal BMI) was observed in 9 subjects, and only 2 of 
them had LVDD; Such a small number can be due to the 

insufficiency of the statistical power in the demonstration 

of an independent effect of normal weight obesity on 
LVDD. Moreover, fat distribution and concentration were 

not assessed by using markers like waist-to-hip ratio or the 

percentage of body fat. 
There was not any significant correlation between LVDD 

and gender specification, which was similarly found in 

other studies [28-31]. 
By using TDI parameters diastolic abnormalities could be 

detected in the participants who would be classified as normal 

by Doppler flow analysis alone [26]. Furthermore, E/E’ ratio 
was used as the indicator of LV filling pressure [27] and an 

independent predictor of cardiac events including heart failure 

and myocardial infarction [36]. In this study, the increased filling 
pressure was more prevalent in group 3 and the difference, 

measured by traditional Doppler analysis of mitral inflow and 

TDI-derived parameters, was significant.  
 The E/A ratio was significantly lower in the obese/overweight 

group compared to the normal-weight group, while E/E ’ ratio 

was significantly higher in the obese/overweight group than 
the normal-weight group, suggesting an abnormal LV 

relaxation, with increased dependency on left atrial 

contraction in the obese/overweight group. The association of 
these indices with obesity was similarly reported in the 

previous studies by Çil et al., Russo et al., and Kishi et al. [29-

31]. 

 In contrast, Libhaber et al. reported no significant 

independent relation between E/A and BMI, despite the 
independent relation between the index of central adiposity 

(waist circumference) and E/A ratio [33]. 

 LVED, DT, and PWT were found in our study to be significantly 
correlated with BMI, suggesting an abnormal relaxation and this 

has been similarly reported by Çil et al., Russo et al., and Kishi 

et al. [29-31]. 

 While IVRT and RWT were not significantly different among 
the studied groups, which is consistent with the studies 

conducted by Çil, et al. and Russo et al. [30, 31]. 

 Moreover, we found no relationship between the LV ejection 
fraction and obesity, which is consistent with the results of 

other studies [29-31.  

 Our results showed that:  
1. the relationship between diastolic function and BMI 

parameters is continuous and independent of 
cardiovascular risk factors associated with obesity, 

including LV hypertrophy, diabetes, and hypertension; 

and 
2. the overweight condition is associated with the 

impairment of LV diastolic function, close to that 

observed in obese patients. Actually, there were not 
any significant differences in most diastolic function 

parameters between the overweight and obese 

subjects. Besides, patients with overweight and obesity 
had a higher risk of pseudonormalized diastolic 

pattern. 

 Alpert MA described a pathophysiologic mechanism for the 
cardiomyopathy of obesity, which begins with increasing the LV 

volume and cardiac output. These changes may theoretically lead 

to LVDD and the eventual LV systolic function impairment [19]. 
Kasper et al. reviewed clinicopathologic findings of all patients 

who underwent endomyocardial biopsy for dilated 

cardiomyopathy at a single institution. The percentage of obese 
patients with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy was significantly 

greater than the lean patients (76.7% vs 35.5%, p=0.001) [37]. 

Conclusion 

Obesity and overweight have a negative independent effect on 

diastolic function as evaluated by TDI. 

Recommendation 

WC and BMI should be evaluated more frequently to identify 

patients who are at risk of LVDD and who are likely to benefit 

from efficient measures including physical rehabilitation or 
weight reduction. The TDI technique is almost simple to 

perform. It has been proven to provide accurate prognostic and 

diagnostic values in LVDD, and so its regular use is essential in 
daily practice.    

Abbreviation  

2-dimensional 2D 

body mass index BMI 

Body surface area BSA 

peak early diastolic transmitral velocity E 

peak late diastolic transmitral velocity A 

peak early diastolic mitral annulus velocity E' 
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Tissue Doppler Imaging TDI 

Left ventricle LV 

Ejection fraction EF 

Waist circumflex WC 

Weight WT 

Height HT 

Left ventricular end systolic dimension LVESD 

Left ventricular end diastolic dimension LVEDD 

Left ventricular diastolic dysfunction LVDD 

Posterior wall thickness PWT 

Relative wall thickness RWT 

Isovolumic relaxation time IVRT 

Deceleration time DT 

Confidence interval CI 

Odds ratio OR 

Cardiovascular disease CVD 

left atrium LA 

Left ventricle LV 

Left ventricular hypertrophy LVH 

End diastolic volume EDV 

End diastolic pressure EDP 

Ischemic heart disease IHD 

Heart failure HF 

Left ventricular outflow tract LVOT 

statistical package for social sciences SPSS 
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